Ceramide: from lateral segregation to mechanical stress.
Ceramide is a sphingolipid present in eukaryotic cells that laterally segregates into solid domains in model lipid membranes. Imaging has provided a wealth of structural information useful to understand some of the physical properties of these domains. In biological membranes, ceramide is formed on one of the membrane leaflets by enzymatic cleavage of sphyngomyelin. Ceramide, with a smaller head size than its parent compound sphyngomyelin, induces an asymmetric membrane tension and segregates into highly ordered domains that have a much high shear viscosity than that of the surrounding lipids. These physical properties, together with the rapid transmembrane flip-flop of the locally produced ceramide, trigger a sequence of membrane perturbations that could explain the molecular mechanism by which ceramide mediates different cell responses. In this review we will try to establish a connection between the physical membrane transformations in model systems known to occur upon ceramide formation and some physiologically relevant process in which ceramide is known to participate.